In this paper, we present a hierarchical self-organiziuig map applying to scaling and rotation invariant recognition of a 256 x 256-pixel color-texture image. Since Kohonen's SelfOrganizing Mapping is not embedded with the invariant ability, some learning modifications are added in Rotarion and Scaling Invariant Selforganizing Map (RSISOM). The concept of hierarchy self-organiziing map, furthermore, is developed to improve the performance of RSISOIvI for a color image recognition. In the experiment, the proposed algorithm shows the efficient invariant capability under sc&g and rotation as well as the distinguish capability in different color-texture images. Furthermore, the computational time after applying the concept of Hierarchy in RSI-SOM approach is three times less than the computational time of the original RSISOM.
1. INTRODUCTION pixels. The location of weight vectors after RSISOM convergence is used to represent the feature of an image which it will not be altered due to the transformation, rotation and scaling of the image. This approach is expand to capture the color texture of a RGB-formated image by performing separably on each decomposed R, G and B images. Although the invariant ability under rotation and scaling as well as the distinguish ability of different color-texture images are stii-I embedded in the extracted feature of a color image, the additional computational~time increases three times for the extracted-feature of a color image. In this paper, Hierarchical RSISOM is proposed for invariant recognition of a color image which eliminates the redundant task of the original RSISOM.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we review hierarchical self-organizing map. In Section 3 we discuss the proposed algorithm, namely Hierarchical RSISOM and suggest how the invariant mapping is applied to extract features of a color image. Section 4 summarizes the experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
The aim of invmant pattern recognition is to identify an image indcpcndently of its rotational orientation 3nd S I X , i.e..
HIEKAKCHICAL SELF-ORGANIZING MAP
smaller or larger. The idea is to find the technique exbacting the appropriate features of the image regardless whether it changes the rotational orientation or the s u e of the image. For several years, the feature extracting techniques such as moment, e.g. Zernike moment and high-order neural net, work have been applied in invariant rotation and scaling pattern recognitionll, 2,3,5,7,13,14]. These approaches are costly in terms of computational time and network complexity. They are not practical for when applied with an image^ of size at least 256 x 256 pixels.
Rotational and Scaling Invariant Self-organizing Map (RSISOM) Algorithm in [I 11 based on Kohonen's competitive learning concept [4] and principle component analys i s~ [9] is shown as an efficient technique to extract the in- The concept of hierarchical self-organizing map in [6, 121 is based on a hierarchical structure of multiple layers of which each comprises of a number of independent self-organizing maps. For the ordinary structure of the hierarchy, there is only one self-organizing map in the first layer and there are ascendingly increasing number of self-organizing maps in the further layer. For every neuron in a layer is connected to an independent self-organizing map in the next layer of the hierarchy. In Figure 1 , an example of hierarchical selforganizing map with three layers is illustrated. The first organizing map with nine neurons and thus the further layer contains nine independent self-organizing maps of which -~ each has four neurons. At last layer in 1, the number of selforganiziig maps is 9 x 4 self-organizing maps where each map consists of four neurons. For the learning of hierarchical self-organizing map, the whole input data is fed into a self-organizing map in the first layer. When self-organizing map in the first layer reaches the stable state, the portion of the input data that is mapped onto the respective neuron in the first layer is forwarded into self-organizing map in the second layer. This learning process is repeated in the further layer until the last layer of the hierarchy.
PROPOSED FEATURE EXTRACTION METHOD
In the proposed technique, exh-acting the invariant feature of a color image is based on the location of obtained weight vectors after applying the hierarchical self-organizing map. To obtain the location of weight vectors regardless whether the data vectors are scaled and rotated, Rotational and Scding Invariant Self-Organiziing Map (RSISOM) is used. The structure and learning method of Hierarchical RSISOM are firstly described and then its algorithm is shown.
Definition 1
The coordinate data vector, x f , corresponding fo a spatial coordinate (xl, x2) at pixel k of a twodimensional i m g e is defined as
(1) and Xc = {xf, . . . , xg} is a set of coordinate data vectors where m is the number ofpixels.
Definition 2
The intensity data vector, x : , is an intensity at pixel k of a RGB-formated image defined as the following equation:
and XI = {xf, . . . , xk} is a set of intensiry data vectors where m is the number of pixels.
The structure of hierarchical RSISOM is appropriately designed for extracting the feature of a color image. The important information of a color image comprises pixel coordinates and R, G and B intensity values. Thus, the smcture of the hierarchy consists of two layers which the first layer has only one RSISOM performing on the coordinate data vectors defined in Definition 1 on the whole data vectors whereas the second layer has several independent scaling invariant self-organizing maps (SISOM) of which each computes on the intensity data vector defined in Definition 2 of the portion of data vectors.
The, herein, RSISOM algorithm in the first layer is the same as the RSISOM algorithm in [lo] , applied in a bileveled image that contains the technique of principle component analysis and the direction algorithm to find the proper direction of eigenvector as illustrates in the following subsection of Hierarchical RSISOM Algorithm, from step 1-8. The RSISOM's learning is stable when the data vectors in every cluster in the present time are unchanged from the previous time as the following equation:
where A i ( t ) is the cluster of data vectors represented by neuron i at timet.
After the learning convergence in the first layer, we obtain the clusters of data vectors corresponding to the location of weight vectors. Each obtained cluster of data vectors is proceeded to the second layer where every SISOM is one-to-one mapping to the RSISOM's neuron in the first layer. The ith SISOM learning algorithm, which perforns on the intensity data vector of cluster i, is written in the following Hierarchical RSJSOM Algorithm at lines 10.13. In SISOM algorithm, the computation of the principle component analysis and the direction algorithm are eliminated. The Hierarchical RSISOM's learning will converge if al-1 SISOM's learning reaches the stable state as defined by the equation 3. The related notations used in the proposed algorithm are defined in the following list: 
compute the maximum eigenvalue v from C O V (~.~) .
3. compute the eigenvector e using the maximum eigenvalue U. e is a principle component axis. set threshold 7 = 0, c = 1, wuntli = 0, a n d w u n t 2 i = 0 ; f o r l < i < Z 3.
determine the proper direction of e using Direction
for each data vector x c do 5. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented the proposed algorithm with the following leamhg parameters to extract the features of color images of size 256 x 256 pixels.
1. The number of weight vectors of RSISOM in the fist layer and of each SISOM in the second layer are eight and four, respectively.
2. Both parameters al and a2 equal to 100 in Hierarchical RSISOM Algorithm.
The experiment was designed such that it will test the invariant capabilities: rotation and scaling, and color-texture distinguish ability of the proposed algorithm. There are eight data sets which each set contains only one master image and the following transformed images: F(M') ). Both CD and E are used as discriminating measures for different invariant images under the invariant conditions as mentioned. Table 1 shows the center distance, c D ( F (~. ) ,
for all i # j , and an half of the m i n i u m center distance, a gauge of recognition, is 21586.00. Each iDj(F(M*)) is measured and if it is greater than an half of the minimum center distance, it will be recognized in a incorrect group. The accuracy of proposed approach against this experiment is 98.21%. In addition to the maximum internal distant of each data set, maz, the minimum and the standard deviation, min and s.d., are measured for the boundary of the data set as shown in Table 2 .
CONCLUSION
The concept of hierarchical self-organizing map is developed to the problem of invariant recognition of a color image. The Hierarchy concept is adopted to the original technique, Rotation and Scaling Invariant Self-organizing Map, in order to eliminate mple the cost of redundant time when applies in a color image. Experimentalresult shows that the proposed method is an effective extracting technique embedding the invariant capability and the distinguish ability among different color images. The correctness of image recognition among different color image regardless transformations, i.e., rotation and scaling, is 98.21%. Incorrect recognition is a result of the interpolating method of scaling transformation. The scaling method must introduce some new pixels to expand an image. Moreover, the time complexity of the proposed method is O ( n Z ) whereas the time complexity of previous techniques such as High A set of feature matrices, F W ) . 
